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DB LiveMaps shows the german rail traffic on an 

interactive, dynamic map

Basic idea: 

◼ LiveMaps is a map-based, realtimerepresentation of the german rail traffic
(passenger and freight transportation)

◼ The visualization is based on a dynamic map (base map: open street map) 
over different other maps (tracks, live data UIC-based)

◼ Application is designed for the internet and for smartphone-/tablet-apps
(Android)

◼ Alert function for trains (Push-message when train is passing a defined
station)

◼ Comfort Version: overview constructions and track troubles in realtime

◼ Mandatorysystem to manage users

Technical bases:

◼ Visualization of teh train position by realtime data of DB Netz AG

◼ The calculationis based upon a comparison of target/realtime-data. It
shows, f.e. if the train is on-time, how manydelay minutes, etc.

◼ To show a gapless train-flow, selected position data of the train is gathered
for an extrapolation

Features DB LiveMaps
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technical architecture

◼ Different level build a modular layer
structure

◼ content of the layers from different 
systems and instances (inhouseor
external datasources) are provided
and managed

◼ Conflict-free and goal-oriented
procedurebetween the involved
instances is guaranteed, because
each participant is responsible for its
own layer

◼ A mandatory-system takes care of the
clear demarcationview of the
different layers

Features
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basic model for a customized development
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Principle of the mandatory system

Example for a railway company using the mandatory system
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Realtime visualization for trains offer a significant added-value,

f.e. for train companies to increase customer satisfaction

◼ Realtime visualization of train movements increases customer satisfaction and
offers transparency

◼ LiveMaps is a scalable, discrimination-free plattform

◼ Models for freight traffic: 

− Control and disposition of the supplier traffic companies(f.e. shippers)

− Extension of locistics control for further train companies, ports, etc.

◼ Models for governmental companies: 

− Demand for intramodal informations about the train companies

− Shortcut of different intermodal companies (f.e. metro, bus, car rental companies, 
Call-a-Bike, etc. ) as a throughout information and mobilitysolution if needed

◼ Models for passenger transport

− Nationwide overview elevates consultation qualityand discharges the employees
in their customer interaction

− Reduction of accesshurdles to the train system
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DB LiveMaps

pricing
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Version
price

per account p.a.

Basic 29 € 

Comfort 49 €


